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🌀Suspense🌀 
 
Suspense for Mueller Rpt 
 
Is Barr playing a highly sophisticated game, signaling he is
a paragon of fairness to Trump b/4 he lowers the boom? 
 
Or will he join the likes of Miller, Mulvaney, Pence &
Mnuchin as the latest incarnations of Haldeman,
Ehrlichman & Colson?
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Threads from the Mueller probe could continue to yield new evidence & even more

charges for months, if not years, to come — tied to everything from Russian

interference in the 2016 election to the hush-money payment scheme Trump’s

campaign to the Inauguration.

🌀Suspense3🌀 

 

📌RU interference & hush money scandals were designed to help sway the last White

House race, from the fundraising for Trump’s 2017 inauguration to unregistered

foreign lobbyists working in the U.S. 

 

📌”The Mueller report was just the first step.”
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🌀Suspense4🌀 

 

“Recent recent events show is that Mueller has created an army of acolytes and those

soldiers are now embedded in the DOJ, EDVA, SDNY, EDNY, & DC.  

 

“These acolytes are trained, they’re hungry and they’re determined.”
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🌀Suspense5🌀 

 

Assange’s eventual delivery to the U.S. “will reopen the Russian collusion affair.”

Superseding indictments. 

 

“DOJ evidently retains considerable interest in the information that Assange can

supply.  

 

J-Ass knows where the hacked DNC emails came from...”
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🌀Suspense7🌀 

 

J-Ass knows:  

 

When & how the Trump campaign learned about his treasure trove of political dirt.  

 

Whether the Trump campaign coordinated the timing of the leaks for political

advantage.  

 

Whether anyone from the Trump campaign actively solicited add’l hacking.”

🌀Suspense8🌀 

 

📌”Th t diti t t b t th U S & th UK t i i i hi h
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📌 The extradition treaty between the U.S. & the UK contains a provision which

prevents either country from obtaining extradition on one set of charges & later

charging additional crimes. 

 

📌However, the extraditing country can waive that aspect of the treaty...”

🌀Suspense9🌀 

 

📌”Which would complicate J-Ass’ efforts to fight extradition on those grounds. 

 

B/c espionage is a classic political offense under E law, legal experts expect his

defense to argue that the case against him is fundamentally “political” & ineligible for

extradition.

🌀Suspense10🌀 

 

📌Notice the virtual radio silence re Cambridge Analytica & the mysterious server

comms (btwn CA, AB, TT & SH) transmitting data?  

 

📌The same CA players were involved in the attack on WLD via Brexit = Trump

Campaign = Macron Leaks & other elections 🌎 wide.
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🌀Suspense11🌀 

 

I believe CA aspect of the case will be handled on the international stage as it was

indeed an act of war perpetrated by hostile foreign nations & their US & UK co-

conspirators, against the US & our allies. WLD vs TOC.  

 

#FVEY #NATO #Article5
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🌀Suspense12🌀 

 

📌Brian Benczkowski DoJ head of criminal division chief issued waiver to oversee

Goldman-1MDB probe 

 

📌Benczkowski had worked for law firm representing GS bank in US investigation 

 

“The prosecution of 1MDB case needs to be watched, including Benczkowsk's role...
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🌀Suspense13🌀 

 

“Millions of dollars in bribes were paid, w/ the intention to get DOJ & WH to drop

the case - ex-RNC finance cmte co-chair Elliott Broidy was paid $6 mil to lobby the

WH to drop case” 

 

Mar-a-Lago is a counterintelligence nightmare

🌀Suspense14🌀 

 

Melbourne nightclub shooting leaves one dead, three injured 

 

This mysterious 2012 super PAC donor may finally be revealed 

The FEC may unmask the identities of a mystery political donor & trust, known only

in public documents as John Doe 1 and John Doe 2 

#Missouri
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🌀Suspense15🌀 

 

Kamala Harris releases 15 years of tax returns 

 

27 possible graves have been discovered at a reform school with a history of brutality 

 

Sudan’s Feared Intel Chief Resigns - Victory for Protesters 

 

Arrival of Putin's judo partner squeezed Shell out of LNG project
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🌀Suspense16🌀 

 

📌Chinese Hacking Steals Billions; U.S. Businesses Turn A Blind Eye 

 

📌Benjamin Netanyahu's re-election may doom the two-state solution 

 

📌Analysis: "Israeli sovereignty over all the Israeli settlements would make it

impossible to create a Palestinian state.”
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🌀Suspense17🌀 

 

Bolsonaro Takes Aim at Brazil’s History 

 

Right-wing leader has made it his mission to rewrite country’s past 

 

Debate over climate change dominates Finnish vote 

 

‘Fox News brain’: meet the families torn apart by toxic cable news

🌀Suspense18🌀 

 

A Ai li l B i M fli h h h id A
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Am Airlines cancels Boeing 737 Max flights through mid-Aug 

 

Defying Trump, CA Nat’l Guard Won't Discharge Trans Troops 

 

FB, Instagram, WhatsApp back up after massive outage 

 

The RUs are screwing with the GPS system to send bogus nav’n data to thousands of

ships

🌀Suspense19🌀 

 

📌Morehouse College approves transgender student enrollment policy 

 

📌Poland: cause of ex-Polish President Kaczynski’s plane crash near Smolensk was

an explosion 

 

📌Colorado meat recall: 14,000 pounds of beef and pork recalled from Denver

Processing

📌Washington Waits in Suspense for Mueller Report 

 

📌Officials were hashing out logistics for the delivery of the 400-page document,
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📌 g g y 4 p g ,

expected this week 

Washington Waits in Suspense for Mueller Report
The finalizing of Robert Mueller’s report on Russian election interference, expected
to be released this week, had the capital abuzz and members of both parties lining
up their political messaging ov…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/washington-waits-in-suspense-for-mueller-report-1155519…

📌Full Mueller report may have ‘proof of bad deeds’ and must be seen – Democrat 

 

📌House judiciary chair Jerrold Nadler accuses attorney general William Barr of

‘acting as a personal agent of the president’ 

Full Mueller report may have 'proof of bad deeds' and must be seen – …
House judiciary chair Jerrold Nadler accuses attorney general William Barr of
‘acting as a personal agent of the president’

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/apr/14/mueller-report-release-full-democr…

📌Is Barr playing a highly sophisticated game, signaling he is a paragon of fairness to

Trump before he lowers the boom? 

 

📌Or will he join the likes of S. Miller, Mulvaney, Pence & Mnuchin as the latest

incarnations of Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Colson. 
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No Honorable Middle Ground for Barr - The Bulwark
The home for the best of American conservative opinion. Curated commentary and
analysis on news, politics, public policy, and culture.

https://thebulwark.com/no-honorable-middle-ground-for-barr/

📌One man has been killed and three others wounded in a shooting outside a popular

nightclub in the Australian city of Melbourne. 

 

📌Three security guards from the Love Machine venue and a man queuing outside

were shot in the incident on Sunday. 

Man killed in Australia nightclub shooting
Police say four men were shot outside a venue in Melbourne from a car.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-47924270

Defying Trump, Calif. National Guard Won't Discharge Trans Troops 

Defying Trump, Calif. National Guard Won't Discharge Trans Troops
During a meeting with state lawmakers on Tuesday, one of the highest-ranking
National Guard officers said they won’t abide by Trump’s ban.

https://www.advocate.com/politics/2019/2/07/defying-trump-calif-national-guard-wont-d…

Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp back up after massive outage 
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Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp back up after massive outage
Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp were temporarily down early Sunday. All three
social media platforms, including Facebook Messenger, were affected by the
outage. Downdetector.com, a...

https://apnews.com/806c4f4851294cf59c868c87ed107f56?utm_medium=AP&utm_ca…

This mysterious 2012 super PAC donor may finally be revealed 

 

The Federal Election Commission may unmask the identities of a mystery political

donor & trust, known only in public documents as John Doe 1 and John Doe 2, a

federal appeals court said Friday. 

This mysterious 2012 super PAC donor may finally be revealed
The Federal Election Commission may unmask identities of a mystery political
donor and trust, known only in public documents as John Doe 1 and John Doe 2.

https://www.rollcall.com/news/campaigns/fec-may-finally-disclose-2012-super-pac-donor

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Re: Devin Nunes 

 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

"A former Pentagon ofcl suspects during the Lajes negotiations, 
Nunes was making the Portuguese privy to things they shouldn't 
have known. “We would have a convo about some proprietary 
matters w/Nunes...and then...somehow, Portugal knew some of 
that.” 
 
 nyti.ms/2KbqLxG

650 2:22 PM - Apr 14, 2019
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565 people are talking about this

How Devin Nunes Turned the House Intelligence Committee In…
In inquiries on Benghazi and Russia and beyond, the California
congressman has displayed a deep mistrust of the expert consensus
nytimes.com

Kamala Harris releases 15 years of tax returns 

http://www.mctdirect.com/preview.php?

id=201904132053MCT_____NEWS_SVC_25050725_0000

📌Brian Benczkowski, head of the DOJ criminal division, has been issued an ethics

waiver that allows him to oversee the US probe into Goldman Sachs over its role in

the 1MDB corruption scandal. 

https://www.ft.com/content/4cbaa010-5bc0-11e9-9dde-7aedca0a081a

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Malaysia's Jho Low Hires Christie, Kasowitz Firm for Legal Defense #1MDB 

 

H/T @StacyJannis 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-29/malaysia-s-jho-low-hires-

christie-kasowitz-for-legal-defense

🏵Excellent Explainer🏵 

 

“The prosecution of 1MDB case needs to be watched, including Benczkowsk's role -

millions of dollars in bribes were intended to get DOJ & WH to drop the case - ex-

RNC co-chair Broidy was paid $6M to lobby the WH to drop case” 

 

Wendy Siegelman
@WendySiegelman

Replying to @WendySiegelman
Nov '18 1MDB Brian Benczkowski ethics waiver reported by 
@kadhimshubber is one of 50+ ethics waivers issued to Trump 
appointees to officials overseeing industries for which they 

previously lobbied & others concerning conflicts involving former 
law firmsft.com/content/4cbaa0…

179 4:12 PM - Apr 14, 2019

DoJ lawyer issued waiver to oversee Goldman-1MDB probe
Criminal division chief had worked for law firm representing bank in
US investigation
ft.com
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183 people are talking about this

🏵Speaker Pelosi🏵 

 

Ragnarok Lobster
@eclecticbrotha

Nancy Pelosi just ethered Justice Democrats and I'm about to go 
to glory to see my ancestors. Woo Lawd.

693 1:40 AM - Apr 15, 2019

206 people are talking about this

📌Poland: cause of ex-Polish President Kaczynski’s plane crash near Smolensk was

an explosion 

Poland: cause of ex-Polish President Kaczynski’s plane crash near Sm…
The cause of ex-Polish President Lech Kaczyński’s plane crash near Smolensk
was an explosion, said the chairman of the subcommittee on the re-investigation of
the Smolensk disaster Antoni Macierewicz…

http://uawire.org/poland-cause-of-ex-polish-president-kaczynski-s-plane-crash-near-s…

🏵Excellent Questions🏵 

 

Sara Danner Dukic
@saradannerdukic

In an incredible - some might even say UNBELIEVABLE - stroke 
of luck, the drug trafficking pilot's case ends up in front 
of...MARYANNE TRUMP.  (Yes, there's a relation.  It's his sister.)

Sara Danner Dukic @saradannerdukic
I'm sure there's a perfectly rational explanation for two of your pilots 
dying in two separate crashes, and another pilot being indicted for drug 
trafficking and then offering him a place in your tower if he pays in cash 
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and unspecified services.  Totes normal.

400 2:43 PM - Aug 13, 2018
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‼ ICYMI‼  

 

Excellent read:  

 

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape America 

 

H/T @WI_politics_no 

Brett Kavanaugh and the Information Terrorists Trying to Reshape Am…
The network architecture built in Gamergate helped propel Trump to the presidency
and fuel conspiracies like Pizzagate and QAnon. Now it’s backing Brett
Kavanaugh.

https://www.wired.com/story/information-terrorists-trying-to-reshape-america/

27 possible graves have been discovered at a reform school with a history of brutality 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/crime-law/2019/04/13/possible-graves-have-been-dis…

📌Bolsonaro Takes Aim at Brazil’s History 

 

📌Right-wing leader has made it his mission to rewrite country’s past 

Bolsonaro Takes Aim at Brazil’s History
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has made it his mission to rewrite five centuries
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Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro has made it his mission to rewrite five centuries
of Brazil’s past, from colonialism to contemporary democracy.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/bolsonaro-takes-aim-at-brazils-history-11555080030

American Airlines cancels Boeing 737 Max flights through mid-August 

American Airlines cancels Boeing 737 Max flights through mid-August
Move to extend cancellations will affect 115 flights a day; Southwest Airlines
cancelled its Max flights through 5 August last week

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/14/american-airlines-cancels-boeing-737…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Re: Psychometric testing weaponized to target Veterans.  

Chris “Cal” Carnahan
@xtrixcyclex

Psychometric testing weaponized to target Veterans. Yes. It is 
that bad. @SenateGOP do you fucking jobs and work with your 
House counterparts to impeach and remove this lunatic.

Dylan @dyllyp
The Trump administration is proposing to monitor the social media 
accounts of veterans, and if the veterans are “too happy” their disability 
pensions for PTSD will be reduced. What a fucking joke.  
forbes.com/sites/imanibar…

857 7:25 AM - Apr 14, 2019
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Arrival of Putin's judo partner squeezed Shell out of LNG project  

Exclusive: Arrival of Putin's judo partner squeezed Shell out of...
Royal Dutch Shell pulled out of a project to build a Russian liquefied natural gas
plant partly because Gazprom suddenly added another partner with links to an ally
of President Vladimir Putin, accor…
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-gazprom-shell-exit-exclusive-idUSKCN1RN2K5

Benjamin Netanyahu's re-election may doom the two-state solution 

Analysis: "Israeli sovereignty over all the Israeli settlements would make it

impossible to create a Palestinian state," one expert said. 

Netanyahu's re-election crushes Palestinian dreams of own state
Benjamin Netanyahu's election looks set to doom a two-state solution — accepted
diplomatic fact for more than a quarter-of-a-century.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/benjamin-netanyahu-s-re-election-may-doom-tw…

Debate over climate change dominates Finnish vote 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/climate-change-social-care-are-top-issues-i…

‘Fox News brain’: meet the families torn apart by toxic cable news 

'Fox News brain': meet the families torn apart by toxic cable news
Fox News built a wall between Luke O’Neil and his mother, and he’s just one of
many families split by its viral ideology

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2019/apr/12/fox-news-brain-meet-the-families-torn…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 
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1/ Let’s talk about Wikileaks, the First Amendment, the 
Espionage Act, Kremlin Disinformation fronts, the Trump 
Campaign and Russian hackers.
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Removal of fuel in pool at Fukushima’s melted reactor begins 

 

Removal of fuel in pool at Fukushima's melted reactor begins
TOKYO (AP) — The operator of the tsunami-wrecked Fukushima nuclear plant has
begun removing fuel from a cooling pool at one of three reactors that melted down
in the 2011 disaster, a milestone in...

https://apnews.com/77f2b7cb9eb949c9bb53fdab2571b5f6?utm_source=Twitter&utm_…

Chinese Hacking Steals Billions; U.S. Businesses Turn A Blind Eye 

Chinese Hacking Steals Billions; U.S. Businesses Turn A Blind Eye
Technology theft and other unfair business practices originating from China are
costing the American economy more than $57 billion a year, White House officials
believe, and they expect that figure t…

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/chinese-hacking-steals-billions-u-s-business…
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US-Russia chill stirs worry about stumbling into conflict 

US-Russia chill stirs worry about stumbling into conflict
WASHINGTON (AP) — It has the makings of a new Cold War, or worse. The deep
chill in U.S.-Russian relations is stirring concern in some quarters that Washington
and Moscow are in danger of...

https://apnews.com/b0d2b33596fc4604b2cd4384c9e2bd32

Mar-a-Lago is a counterintelligence nightmare 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/mar-a-lago-is-a-counterintelligence-nightma…
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Brendan Boerner
@bboerner2332

1/ Warning: Incoming metaphor alert. Do not be alarmed, the 
feeling will pass shortly. 
 
Meta4: Electrical power. 
 
Republican "oversight" of #TeamTreason is like one of those little 
AA LED "tactical" flashlights. Gives off some nice light using 
about 1.5V with sub-amp current.
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#PAM #PAMFAM #Supremacism

Karol 
@karolcummins

Suprematism  
 
The Suprematism art movement, founded by the Kiev-born 
painter Kasimir Malevich in 1915, characterized by elementary 
geometric forms (squares, circles). 
 
Kazimir Malevich - Supremus 56 - 1915 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM 
#Supremacism
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Yes, breathing takes a conscience effort as the world holds its collective breath in

anticipation of the Mueller Report this week. 

 

Although the pundits will spin it as the end, it is merely the beginning of story of what

happened in the 2016 elex... 

 

Buckle up! 💋
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

April 14, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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